Polyelectrolyte coating of iron oxide nanoparticles for MRI-based cell tracking.
Iron oxide-based magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) offer unique properties for cell tracking by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in cellular immunotherapy. In this study, we investigated the uptake of chemically engineered NPs into antigen-presenting dendritic cells (DCs). DCs are expected to perceive MNPs as foreign antigens, thus exhibiting the capability to immunologically sense MNP surface chemistry. To systematically evaluate cellular uptake and T2/T2(⁎) MR imaging properties of MNPs, we synthesized polymer-based MNPs by employing layer-by-layer (LbL) technology. Thereby, we achieved modification of particle shell parameters, such as size, surface charge, and chemistry. We found that subcellular packaging of MNPs rather than MNP content in DCs influences MR imaging quality. Increased local intracellular electron density as inferred from transmission electron microscopy (TEM) strongly correlated with enhanced contrast in MRI. Thus, LbL-tailoring of MNP shells using polyelectrolytes that impact on uptake and subcellular localization can be used for modulating MR imaging properties. In this study, layer-by-layer tailoring of magnetic NP shells was performed using polyelectrolytes to improve uptake by dendritic cells for cell-specific MR imaging. The authors conclude that polyelectrolyte modified NP-s can be used for modulating improving MR imaging quality by increasing subcellular localization.